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Abstract: 

The development of experimental methods of quantum 

optics has led to the emergence and rapid growth of a new 

field - quantum communication and quantum computing. The 

Laboratory of Quantum Optical  Technologies is working on 

solving key scientific problems in the field of quantum 

technologies: the creation of quantum cryptography and 

quantum communication systems, the physics of cold atoms 

and their interaction with light fields, integral photonics and 

quantum state engineering, new methods of quantum 

measurements and quantum tomography.  
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---------------------------------------------------------------------***------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Introduction 

The laboratory includes several experimental groups: fiber optic quantum cryptography, atmospheric 

quantum cryptography, quantum computing with single neutral atoms, femtosecond laser printing and 

integral quantum photonics, quantum optics and quantum light state engineering.  

QUANTUM ELECTRONICS, the section of physics, which studies the methods of amplification, 

generation and conversion of electricity ¬Magnetic waves in a wide-range of wavelengths (including radio 

and optical bands), based on based on the effect of discharging radiation and non-linear interaction of the 

electromag nitrous radiation with substance and use of feedback. K. e. studies also the properties of quantum 

amplifiers and generators and their application.  

Sources of radiation in K. e. is a laser and a maser, the radiation of which is monochromatic, con ¬ guided 

and high-intensity. Principled difference between lasers and masers from natural substances. Radiation 

sources is the ability to control the frequency, flow, duration and spec tralling properties of radiation.  

Materials and Methods 

Physical foundations of quantum electronics. 

Electro-magnetic radiation is emitted by atoms, molecules, and other quantum systems, with some excess 

int. energy. When an atom moves from a higher energy level E2E2 to a lower level E1E1, a quantum is 

released. radiation (photon) with a frequency νν, determined by Bohr's condition 

ν=(E2−E1)/ℏ,(*)(*)ν=(E2−E1)/ℏ, 

where ℏℏ is the constant Planck. Such transitions “down” can be self-arbitrary and you-need-to-be (for 

example, under wie with an external electromagnetic field). Transitions from the lower level to the upper 
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level can only be forced out, since they are connected with the Absorption of a quantum of radiation, the 

frequency of which is determined by the condition ( *). 

 

The state of the excited particles is unsteady, they can self-arbitrarily (spontaneously) use - to release a 

quantum of radiation (Fig. 1, a). Spontaneous radiation is chaotic. character: photons are used decomp. parts 

in diff. Moments of time, have different frequencies, polarization and direction of propagation. All non-laser 

light sources (heating lamps, gas discharge lamps, etc.) they emit light as a result of acts of spontaneous 

discharge [1-6]. In the radio-range, the noise of electronic devices and the heat radio output have the same 

character. The presence of heated bodies.  

Excited particles can emit photons not only on their own, but also out - but under the influence of external 

radiation, the frequency of which satisfies lions (*) (Fig. 1, b). Two quanta of radiation are involved in the 

process of removing ¬ waiting and secondary, exhausted by an excited atom and not different from the 

primary it, having exactly the same frequency, phase, polarization and direction of. distribution Station 

nenia, that is, co-herent with the first.  

For the generation of radiation, there is no need for feedback, for this, the active environment is replaced 

into the resonator (volumetric or open), in which the electromagnet waves can be generated - those who are 

brought out outside with the help of specials [7-14]. devices (for example, a semi-transparent mirror for light 

waves). When the power of the discharging radiation of the radiation exceeds the power of the loss for 

heating the walls of the resonator torus, scattering of radiation, etc., as well as to useful radiation into the 

external space, in the resonant cavity, there are non-damping vibrations, that is, there is a radio  radiation. 

The history of the development of quantum electronics 

Although the position is about the expelled radiation, on which is the basis of the K. e., The form it grew to 

be an addition to optics, the development of K. e. it began in radio-physics. Neono chroma tichnost  

radiation  sources  sources  optical. range and lack of optics of methods and concepts, well developed in 

radio because of the reason that the masers are were seen earlier than lasers. 

In the 1st floor. 20th century radiophysics and optics have evolved in different ways: in optics, quantum new 

representations, in radio-fizzyk – wave. The generality of radio physics and optics, due to the generality of 

the quantum nature of the electromagnet wave processes, did not appear until the radio spectroscopy 

appeared, studying the spectra molecules, atoms, ions in the microwave range [15-26]. An important feature 

of the radio is radio inspection. the research was using the sources of monochromatic. radiation. 

This has led to a thundering increase in the feeling -sti radio-spectroscopes in comparison with optical. 

Spectroscopa¬mi. In the radio-radio band, in contrast to the optical. range, excited levels in conditions of 

thermodynamics. Equality is heavily populated, and the spontaneous radiation is much weaker. 

https://bigenc.ru/physics/text/2056883
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Heat movement can forcefully inflate the excited radio levels and cannot inflate the carriage. The 

aforementioned factors have led to the fact that radio spectroscopy has become the basis of work on 

quantum howling electronics. 

However, the sorting of the excited and unreported particles in most environments is impossible. –on. To 

create an inversion of the population, N.G. Basov and A.M. Prokhorov proposed the use of There is a three-

level pumping method (1955), which has received a wide distribution. N. Blombergen applied this method to 

create amplifiers on paramagnetic crystals (1956).  

Since in optical.  

it is not possible to build a volumetric resonator, 

Prokhorov in 1958 proposed an open reZonnator, which in the submillmillimetr vom diapazono represented  

two parallel, that  well-reflecting metal. disk, and in optical it was reduced to two parallel mirrors.  

The further development of quantum electronics was associated with the perfection of the by using in them 

non-linear interactions between the field and the environment, as well as non-linear interactions in optical 

fibers, allowing to abandon inertial and unreliable me Hanic and electrical shutters. 

The purpose of all these improvements was to shorten the impulse to generate niya. By 2008, there are lasers 

that generate radiation at frequencies up to range; It is being developed, but the gamma laser has not yet 

been created. 

The necessary frequency of the generated radiation can also be obtained with the help of nay-nogo 

transformation of the laser frequency, but this leads to a decrease in the intensity of the radiation. There are 

also lasers with re-adjustable frequency (usually lasers with dyes). The use of the Q-factor modulation 

allowed the creation of laser systems, the generator operating pulses of pulses (duration of the order of 10 -12 

s), and the addition of the principle of sin Chro-nizationation of modes - systems of generation of 

femto¬second-laser pulses (10-15 s). For the creation of a chamber using femtosecond laser pulses and read 

instant pictures of molecules in the process of the fastest chemicals. reactions, A. Zi-veil was honored with 

Nobelevskaya pr. in 1999. In 2001, laser second-hand pulses (10-18 s), representing  representing  most  

allowable in terms of shortness light energy, containing several. vibrating light field (up to one).  

At to seconds  pulses  allow  to receive  images  an image  electronic structure  structure of atoms and after  -

Dit the dynamics of electronic processes in atomic systems with a resolution of the order of 100 ac. 

With the appearance of lasers, ideas arose and began to develop the idea of cooling atoms, creating atomic 

traps (capable of holding one atom in a practically immobile state), mov, etc. the atomic laser, when the 

coherent state of the en-sambel of atoms is reached (see Atomic optyka). These ideas were successfully 

developed by G. A. Askaryan and V. S. Letokhov [27-31]. For the creation of a method for cooling and 

trapping atoms with a laser beam W. Phillips, K. Ko ¬en-Tannuji and S. Chu were placed on the 

Nobelevskaya pr. (1997). 

Conclusion 

To conclude, success was achieved by T. Hensham and J. Hall in precision laser spectroscopy, including 

Chaya technique of changes meaning, based on the use of tot totny bёnok in the optic skikh standards tah tah 

ty (Nobelevskaya pr., 2005).     
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